AIRSTREAM LINERS
World's Lightest, Fastest, Easiest Towing Trailercoaches

Cut it Out!!

Instead of cuttin' out paper dolls, try the floor plans below on your scissors. Cut out the 3 front ends and put them over the complete floor plan. It's just as easy for us to give you the Floor Plan of Your Choice.

"Yes be did"!!

Above floor plan of our new 1949 Tradewind model. To better illustrate the many changes that are possible in furnishing Airstream Liners Plan "cut outs" over the front end. This gives you a choice of sitting-room, dinette, twin bed or lounge front end, or any combination you desire. Simple, isn't it? These different "Front Ends" are adaptable on all 22 ft. model Airstream Liners.

We believe this 22 ft. over-all model has an exceptionally appealing floor plan as it embodies many features not found in some of our other models. For instance: the chest-high ice box, or electric refrigerator, clothes closets which extend clear to the ceiling, and an apartment size cook stove. Plus many new gadgets and more storage space.

FLASH

New size Airstream available. Complete details too late for this printing. Body 16 feet-11" feet overall. Weight under 1500 lbs. Write for floor plans and detailed information.
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